GALE Student Resources in Context
pw: mphschool

GALE Global Issues in Context
pw: mphschool

BRITANNICA
http://school.eb.com
user: manlius pw: school

JSTOR
http://www.jstor.org
user: mphs pw: zebasasi

NEWSBANK
World news, historical and current. Great for MUN
http://infoweb.newsbank.com/
user: mph pw: mph

Dictionary, Thesaurus, etc.
Groliers
http://go-passport.grolier.com
user: nystate71 pw: novelhome

Faculty Directory
http://www.mph.net/about/faculty-directory

Library Catalog, Follett Destiny Webpath Express
Preselected websites. Access via library catalog
https://library.mph.net

www.google.com
Try advanced search, and scholar